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ABSTRACT 

Capacity is one of the most important measures of resources used in production. Conventional capacity measures 
do not include the value of the equipment in the production system and so their application can lead to erroneous 
operations management decisions. A new measure, the cost of unused capacity, is frequently used to characterize 
resource usage. In the paper two linear programming models are formulated to consider the cost of unused 
capacity. The objective function of one of the models incorporates the unused capacities of various machines, 
while increasing the contribution to profit at the same time. If the cost of unused capacity is considered in 
capacity planning, the idle time of valuable resources can be exploited more efficiently. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Capacity is one of the most important measures of resources used in production. Its definition and analysis is 
therefore one of the key areas of production management. There are two widespread measures that can be used for 
the analysis of capacity usage, capacity utilization and efficiency. When using capacity-planning models based on 
traditional capacity measures, several problems arise. One of the biggest problems of these capacity measures is that 
they do not include the value of the equipment in question and so their application can lead to erroneous operations 
management decisions. The managers need a technical parameter based measure which also have an economic 
content. This new measure, the „cost of unused capacity”, is frequently used to characterize resource usage. 

In Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) the machining methods, machine tools, handling equipment, control 
systems and computer systems are used in an integrated way. The capacity analysis of FMSs is very complicated for 
two reasons. First, products may follow several routes during the manufacturing process, using several resources. 
Secondly, the resources used in FMSs are very expensive, therefore their application should be efficient and 
effective. 

A linear programming model was formulated with the aim of taking into consideration the cost of unused 
capacity. In the models the unused capacities of various machines are considered, while increasing the contribution 
at the same time. If the cost of unused capacity is considered in capacity planning, the idle time of valuable 
machinery can be reduced and capacity can be exploited more efficiently. 

The paper also outlines further research possibilities into the effects of more accurate costing systems on 
production management. 

2. COST OF UNUSED CAPACITY 

Activity Based Costing (ABC) attempts to approximate an ideal situation where the overhead is only 
incorporated in the product to the extent it actually exploits the resources used. Costs must be collected to cost 
centers, and a characteristic cost driver must be assigned to each cost group in the center. The ABC method works 
on the basis of this principle [3]. The cost of unused capacity can be calculated when the fixed cost of the resource, 
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the actual resource usage and the effective capacity are known. The applied resources, the fixed cost of the 
resources, and the measurement of actual capacity usage require the development of a sophisticated management 
information system [2]. The analysis of the cost of unused capacity is based on the following simple formula (1): 

Activity Availability = Activity Usage + Unused Capacity (1) 
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Figure 1: Interpretation of the cost of unused capacity 

The cost of capacity is the entire cost paid to obtain the resource. This consists of the justified costs of capacity – 
also called exploited – and the cost of unnecessarily allocated, that is, unused capacity, as shown in Figure 1 [1][2] 
[6]. The split of the cost of capacity into two parts can be appropriately done by linear approximation. Dividing the 
costs of availability during a given period of the resource by its quantity available during the same period of the 
resource, we obtain the unit fixed cost of the resource in question, which is the slope of the linear function shown in 
Figure 1. Knowing the quantity of used resource and the unit cost it is easy to calculate the cost of unused capacity 
(2). If ui is the capacity, hi is the actual production, and Fi is the total fixed cost of the resource, the unused capacity 
is given, according to Figure 1, as 
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3. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATIONS 

A flexible manufacturing system is a group of machines capable of completing one or more operations and 
usually connected to an automatic material handling system, all controlled by a central computer [4]. A flexible 
manufacturing system is capable of manufacturing various products. The products can be produced by using 
different machines. The route shows which machines the product goes through technologically during the 
production process. In a flexible manufacturing system the products can be usually produced on several different 
routes. The routes are specified by the technologists of the manufacturing system based on the characteristics of the 
necessary operations to be carried out on the products and the properties of the available machines. The technologist 
identifies the operations required by the product and matches the operations to the capabilities of the machines. The 
route therefore shows which machines and to what extent a product needs with its given manufacturing variation. 
We identify as many manufacturing routes by product as the number of manufacturing possibilities the product has. 
When two different manufacturing routes use the same machines for the same amount of time, the two routes will 
be the same and appear as one route in the model. If the time spent on the machines is different, they appear as 
different routes. It is not necessary to consider every manufacturing route in the model, only those that are found 
viable by the production manager. This way certain routes can be ignored according to the production policy of the 
firm. For example, if we wish to use a machine that can produce several products to manufacture only one product 
because of production policy, we do not include those routes in the model, which the management has excluded, 
even if technologically the application of the machine would be possible. Let us assume that in a manufacturing 
system a total of P different products must be manufactured. The products are denoted by the index p. The number 
of the routes of product p is Rp (p=1,…,P). The routes are denoted by the index r. The manufacturing system 
contains M machines, indicated by the index m. The planned capacity of the machine is indicated by km (m=1,…,M). 
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In the illustration the unit of measure of planned capacity is minute. The planned capacity indicates the capacity that 
the machine can reach under ideal conditions. The operation time shows how many minutes the given product 
spends on the applied machine using the given manufacturing route. The operation time of product p on route r 
using machine m is indicated by tprm (p=1,…,P; r=1,…,Rp; m=1,…,M). If a product needs a machine in several 
different stages of the manufacturing process, the operation time will be the total of the times spent in the individual 
stages. The operation time also includes the time necessary to change the tools and the pieces. However, these times 
are significantly less than the working time, therefore they can be ignored. Order means the product quantity to be 
manufactured in the given manufacturing system. The order of product p is indicated by xp (p=1,…,P). The amount 
of product p manufactured on route r is indicated by xpr (p=1,…,P; r=1,…,Rp). The primary result of the models set 
up with different purposes is the product quantity to be manufactured, indicated by xp.. The applied notations can be 
found in Table 1. 

Table 1: Notations 

xp the amount of product p manufactured in the given period (p=1,…,P), 

xpr the amount of product p manufactured on route r in the given period (p=1,…,P), 
(r=1,…,Rp), 

km the capacity of resource m available in the given period (m=1,…,M), 

tprm the time necessary to manufacture product p on route r on machine m (p=1,…,P), 
(r=1,…,Rp), (m=1,…,M), 

up the maximum amount of product p that can be sold on the market (p=1,…,P), 
lp the minimal amount of product p to be manufactured (p=1,…,P), 
fp the contribution margin of product p (p=1,…,P), 
cm the unit cost of resource m (m=1,…,M). 

 

The sum of the orders manufactured on the various routes of the product. The lower limit of the product is the 
minimal amount of the market demands. This product quantity must be produced in any case. The minimal amount 
of the product to be manufactured can come, for example, from a valid contract with a customer, or the mother 
company may have already ordered a given quantity from one of its own plants for the next period. The amount of 
the product to be manufactured (lower limit) of the product is indicated by lp (p=1,…,P). The upper limit of the 
product is the maximum amount of the product that can be sold on the market and is indicated by up (p=1,…,P). 

4. MODEL FORMULATION 

Production planning of flexible manufacturing systems is made complex by the larger number of manufacturing 
possibilities. Several machines are capable of manufacturing the product and the machines are versatile, that is 
capable of performing several operations. In planning, a goal can be for example the maximization of contribution 
to profit or the reduction of under-utilization of the machines. In flexible manufacturing systems there are usually 
CNC machines of different types, life spans, and levels of technological development. The differences are reflected 
mostly in the value of the machines and in the support activities therefore fixed costs are different [5]. In addition to 
the usual goals of management, the minimization of the cost of unused capacity has also emerged [2]. 

Before setting up the model, the following steps are necessary: 

• identification of the products to be manufactured 
• identification of the machines and routes that can be applied in the manufacturing process 
• identification of the routes consistent with production policy 
• definition of operation times valid for the machines used and products to be manufactured 

Table 2 illustrates in a general form the operation time data requirement of the production planning of a 
manufacturing system. The columns of the resource-product (machine-product) table show the resources, the rows 
show the products and routes while the cells show the operation times. 

We set up two models to evaluate the effect of the cost of unused capacity on the production plan. In both 
models we apply the same constraints, and the differences are expressed in the objective functions. The first 
condition (3) represents the limit stemming from the capacity of the machines. The second condition (4) limits the 
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minimal amount to be produced and the maximum marketable amount. The third condition (5) defines the amount to 
be manufactured by product category, by adding up the amounts manufactured on each route. 

Table 2: Resource-product table 

  Machine 1 Machine 2 … Machine m 
Product 1 r11 t111 t112 … t11M 

 r12 t121 t122  t12M 
 …     
 r1R1 t1R11 t1R12  t1R1M 

Product 2 r21 t211 t212 … t21M 
 r21 t221 t222  t22M 
 …     
 r2R2 t2R21 t2R22  t2R2M 

…  … …  … 
Product P rp1 tP11 tP12 … tP1M 

 rp2 tP21 tP22  tP2M 
 …     
 rpRP tPRP1 tPRP2  tPRPM 
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In the first case the objective is to make a production plan that maximizes contribution while fulfilling 
manufacturing and market requirements. The objective function includes the contribution to the profit (6). 
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The result of the model is a product mix, which maximizes the contribution to profit. The machines, however, 
represent different values and manufacturing characteristics. The result of the model does not take into account the 
fixed costs of the machines the products are manufactured on. 

The objective of the second model is to create a production plan that not only maximizes contribution but also 
helps maximize the cost of unused capacity. 
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This objective function (7) contains both the contribution margin and the cost of unused capacity. At a first 
glance it might seem strange to maximize the cost of unused capacity, but from a management point of view it 
makes sense. If production can be done in several ways, then that production program should be chosen, which 
requires the smallest amount of resources expressed in financial measures. In this case, the under-utilized capacity 
will have high value. For example, if technologically possible, an order will be assigned to a conventional machine, 
instead of an expensive manufacturing center. Naturally, it is not efficient to leave the expensive machines idle, but 
it is also inefficient to make them produce simple parts. The simple parts generate less revenue, while 
manufacturing them on expensive machines results in high manufacturing cost. The idea is not to leave the 
expensive machinery idle, but to indicate for production management, that high value capacities are available for 
production. The high value underutilized capacity directly cannot be turned into revenue (e.g. by selling them), but 
operations management decisions can be made to turn them profit-generating resources. This concept implicitly 
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assumes that high value capacities will be utilized later, because the management is not interested in leaving them 
underutilized. The higher the value of the capacity, the higher the contribution to profit of the produced parts can be. 
The objective function (7) considers both the direct financial management goals (contribution to profit 
maximization) and the indirect operations management goals (effective utilization of the resources) at the same 
time.  

5. ILLUSTRATION OF THE MODELS 

We will illustrate the use of the presented production-planning model with an example. The data and the 
characteristics of the production environment are from a plant producing hydraulic and pneumatic parts. The 
products are manufactured on various types of CNC machines. The machines are indicated by machine m 
(m=1,2,…,5) and products are indicated by product p (p=1,2,…,7). The manufacturing system produces seven 
different products. In the production process five CNC machines are used. The machines are versatile and can 
perform many operations necessary for production, and the products can be manufactured on several routes. In 
specifying the production routes, we can use the capacity of the machines flexibly.  

The columns of the resource-product table contain the machines, and the rows contain the products and the 
product routes (Table 3). The production manager chooses the production routes of the products used in the 
manufacturing process based on the technology, based on his own experience, and based on the production policy. 
The routes chosen by the production manager can be found in the table below. For example product 1 can be 
manufactured on two routes. The first route of product 1 (r11) means that manufacturing the product requires 
machine 1 and machine 4. The second route of the product (r12) means that the product can be manufactured using 
machine 3 only. The cells of the resource-product table contain the operation times of the individual products, that 
is, the time the machines spend carrying out the given operation on the individual products. The production manager 
specifies the operation time of the products. For example, product 2 can be manufactured completely on the third 
machine in 1.6 minutes. 

Table 3: Routed resource-product table 

Product Route Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 Machine 4 Machine 5 
Product 1 1 1,2 0 0 1,6 0 

 2 0 0 1,2 0 0 
Product 2 4 1,6 0 0 1,65 0 

 5 0 0 1,6 0 0 
Product 3 7 0 1,238 0,965 0 0 
Product 4 10 0 0 0 0 1,4 

 11 0 0 0 0,9 0,4 
Product 5 13 0 0 0 0 1,2 

 14 0 0 0 1,1 0,4 
Product 6 16 1,73 0 1,3 0 0 
Product 7 19 1,36 0 1,1 0 0 

 

In order to apply the model the effective capacity of the machines has to be specified. The unit of capacity will 
be minute in this case. The test period of the model is one month, therefore every capacity figure and data has to be 
given for one month. Each machine works in two shifts on weekdays. At weekends each machine works in one shift 
except machine 5. The capacity of the machines is 480 minutes per shift. The capacity (km) of the machines can be 
found in the Table 4. 

The lower and upper market limit of the products indicates the minimum amount to be manufactured and the 
maximum amount that can be sold. The system produces seven products; therefore, seven lower and upper limits 
have to be specified. The lower limits of the products are defined by the parts orders sent from the headquarters of 
the company. The lower and upper limits of the products can be found in Table 5. In the case of product 1 for 
example, the ordered amount (therefore the minimal amount to be produced) is 500 units, and the maximum 
marketable amount is 1500 units. The upper market limits can be calculated based on various business policy, 
storage limitations, market analysis, and marketing considerations (Table 5). We have solved the models with the 
LINGO mathematical programming program. 
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Table 4: Unit cost and capacity of resources 

Machines Capacity 
[min] 

The cost of unused 
capacity [1000 dollar] 

Machine 1 25000 2 
Machine 2 25000 1 
Machine 3 25000 1 
Machine 4 25000 2 
Machine 5 21100 1 

 

Table 5: Market limits and unit contributions 

Product Lower 
limit 

Upper 
limit 

Unit contribution 
[1000 dollar] 

Product 1 500 1500 10 
Product 2 600 2200 5 
Product 3 8000 30000 15 
Product 4 1000 4000 5 
Product 5 1000 4000 5 
Product 6 1100 4000 10 
Product 7 800 1310 10 
 

The first model strives to maximize contribution. The solution provides the ordered amounts of the individual 
routes, that is, how many of the products have to be manufactured on the given route in the given period (1 month). 

Table 6: Summarized results 

Model 1 Model 2  Product Route 
Order Total Order Total 

1 1500 1500 Product 1 
2 0 

1500 
0 

1500 

1 2200 600 Product 2 
2 0 

2200 
0 

600 

Product 3 1 20193 20193 20193 20193 
1 0 4000 Product 4 
2 4000 

4000 
0 

4000 

1 4000 4000 Product 5 
2 0 

4000 
0 

4000 

Product 6 1 3132 3132 3132 3132 
Product 7 1 1310 1310 1310 1310 

Contribution to profit 413330 405330 

Cost of unused cap. 70399 83999 
 

The results can be analyzed through Table 6 and Figure 2. From the results of the first model it can be seen that 
in an optimal scenario we have to manufacture as much as possible of product 1, product 2, product 4, product 5 and 
product 7, while the ordered amount of product 3 and product 6 will be between the lower and upper market limit. 
By introducing the cost of unused capacity the product structure does not change significantly. The only change 
occurs in the demand of product 2. While the first model recommends producing the maximum amount of product 2 
(2200), the second model recommends that only the minimal amount (600) be manufactured. The minimal change in 
the product structure leads to a slight change in the contribution. Compared to the contribution of the first model the 
contribution of the second model is slightly lower (-1.94%) but the utilization of the machines expressed in cost of 
unused capacity changes significantly (19.32%). 

With the first model contribution is maximized. The application of the first model yielded the following results: 
machine 2 and machine 3 are fully used, while machine 1, machine 4 and machine 5 have free capacity. The 
amounts of the products manufactured reach the upper limit with the exception of product 3 and product 4. The 
contribution of product 3 is high, while the contribution of product 2, product 4 and product 5 is low. In the 
objective function of the model we have maximized the contribution. The largest possible amount the production 
possibilities allow has to be manufactured of product 3. The amount to be manufactured does not reach the upper 
market limit but only machine 2 and machine 3 can manufacture product 3. These two resources are fully utilized. 
The situation is similar in the case of product 6. Contribution is high but it still does not reach the upper market 
limit. The manufacturing possibilities are responsible for this situation as well. Product 6 can only be manufactured 
on machine 1 and machine 3, but machine 3 is a fully exploited bottleneck, therefore product 6 cannot be 
manufactured in the upper limit amount, either.  
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Besides contribution, the second model also takes into account the cost of unused capacity. This model uses 
more data than the previous model; unit resource costs are also taken into account. The unit resource costs of 
machine 1 and machine 4 are the double of the unit resource cost of the other resources. The aim is to increase 
under-utilization on these machines at the expense of other machines. Machine 2 and machine 3 were already fully 
exploited in the production plan of the first model; therefore the load of machine 5 can be increased. The under-
utilization of the machines is illustrated by Figure 2. At the expense of machine 5, the under-utilization of the high-
value machine 2 and machine 3 increases. 
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Figure 2: Machining features and their tool access directions 

Carrying out the calculations justifies our assumptions. With a minimal change in the product structure and 
contribution, a significant amount of capacity is freed on the high-value resources. With the resources freed up, we 
do not have to bear the costs of renting, or if we own these resources, we can sell them, or use them for another 
product with a high contribution margin. And if we assume that the value of the machines correlate with the 
complexity of operations they can perform, they can be more easily assigned to other outsourced tasks. 

The complexity of flexible manufacturing systems stem from the large number of operations they can perform 
and the large number of operations they have to perform on the products. Such complex and high-value systems 
also often have unused capacities. Part of the sunk cost can be attributed to unused resources. This is why managers 
strive to use valuable resources as rationally as possible. If resources of higher value are less used while keeping the 
same product structure, they are freed and can be sold, rented, or utilized for more orders. It would be a lost 
opportunity if we did not exploit the concept of rationalizing unused capacities; therefore we try to maximize the 
cost of unused capacity. This is also true for the valuable machinery found in flexible manufacturing systems. 
Production management has to strive to use high-value machinery as rationally as possible. The introduction of the 
cost of unused capacity and its maximization is a good way of utilizing unused capacity and taking into account the 
values of the machines as well. 

6. SUMMARY 

In the paper, two production-planning models were presented to study the effect of the cost of unused capacities 
on the production plan. First, a production model maximizing the contribution to profit, next, a production model 
maximizing the contribution to profit and also the cost of unused capacities were created.  

It can be seen that the contribution to profit is slightly smaller in the short run in case of the second model, but it 
can potentially be higher in the long run. The maximization of the cost of unused capacity (together with the 
contribution to profit) implicitly assumes that high value capacities will be utilized later. Ideally the higher the value 
of the capacity, the higher the contribution to profit of the produced parts can be. It is the responsibility of the 
production manager to evaluate what can be produced by the high value resources, and to ensure that parts which 
can be manufactured on simple machines, do not use expensive capacities. Using capacities is not enough; 
capacities should be used in the most effective way. The application of the cost of unused capacities in production 
decision making helps to implement this principle. 
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At first, the concept we presented here were strange for the operations managers of the plant providing the 
information for the calculation. They thought, that if the expensive machines are already bought, then the majority 
of the costs of these machines have already incurred, therefore it is better to utilize these machines. There is no 
saving by not using them, because the fixed cost of these machines cannot be saved. This approach is typical in 
practice, but not correct. A cost is fixed if management considers them fixed. Every cost can be changed by 
management-decisions [2]. Underutilized resources can be sold; production systems can be reconfigured; or 
production policy can be changed. Looking at the indirect consequences of our model, the production managers of 
the company finally recognized our approach. They accepted, that the maximization of the cost of unused capacity 
(together with the contribution to profit) is contradictory to their current policy, but this concept might have long-
term benefits. 
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